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Abstract 
If one of the two poles will trip for some reasons in a regular bipolar 

HVDC transmission without a return conductor, it is necessary to block 

the other pole temporarily during the transition to a monopolar opera-

tion with metallic return, this procedure will take 1-2 seconds and will 

affect the connected AC networks by extra disturbances.   

The object of this survey has been to answer the question if it is possible 

to have a balanced bipolar transmission without a return conductor and 

during a trip of one pole control it as an HVDC transmission with series 

connected converters by adding the by-pass switches and the logic for a 

series connected HVDC converter system which means that a shutdown 

of the transferred power during the transition phases is not necessary. 

The survey has been performed with the software PSCAD where an 

already existing series connected converter circuit had been modified to 

a bipolar system and the control logic for the transition phases has been 

created. There were some problems with various control signals be-

tween the software HiDraw and PSCAD, this was solved by different 

methods and the result shows that it is possible to have a transition 

between bipolar operation and monopolar operation with metallic 

return without the need to totally shut down the power transfer com-

pletely. But this requires a large capacitor. 

Keywords: HVDC, LCC, Bipole, Metallic return, pole trip. 
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Sammanfattning 
Om en av polerna i en vanlig bipols HVDC överföring utan retur ledare 

måste tas ur drift av någon anledning så är det även nödvändigt att 

temporärt blockera den andra polen under övergången till monopolär 

drift med metallisk återledning, denna övergång tar 1-2 sekunder vilket 

innebära extra störningar på de anslutna AC näten. 

 Syftet med detta arbete har varit att svara på frågan om det är möjligt 

att ha en balanserad bipols överföring utan returledare och när en pol 

måste tas ur drift kontrollera hela HVDC överföringen som en överfö-

ring med seriekopplade strömriktare genom att lägga till by-pass swit-

char, samt styrlogiken för denna typ av överföring, vilket innebär att 

effektöverföringen över HVDC länken inte behöver avbrytas helt under 

de olika övergångarna. 

Undersökningen har genomförts i mjukvaran PSCAD där en redan 

existerande HVDC krets med seriekopplade strömriktare har modifie-

rats till en enkel bipol, kontroll logiken för övergången från bipolär 

överföring till monopol överföring med metallisk återledning har skap-

ats. Det fanns vissa problem med olika styrsignaler mellan mjukvaran 

HiDraw och PSCAD, detta löstes med olika metoder och resultatet visar 

att det är möjligt att ha övergången mellan bipolär drift och monopolär 

drift med metallisk återledning utan att avbryta effektöverföringen helt. 

Men detta kräver en stor kondensator. 

Keywords: HVDC, LCC, Bipole, Metallic return, pole trip. 
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Terminology / Notation 
Acronyms / Abbreviations 

HVDC High voltage direct current. 

AC Alternating current. 

DC Direct current. 

LCC Line commutated converters (tyristor valves). 

CEA Constant Extinction Angle. 

SCA Start Control Amplifier. 

V Voltage. 

U Voltage. 

A Ampere. 

HiDraw Graphical programming and debugging tool 

developed by ABB. 

XDebug Plug-in tool where all the signals between 

HiDraw and PSCAD can be viewed and modi-

fied. 

Yy Star-Star connection. 

Yd Star-delta connection. 

Mathematical notation 

α Firing angle(Alpha). 

μ Overlap (My). 

γ Extinction angle (Gamma). 

𝑑𝑣 Voltage change. 

𝑑𝑡 Time change. 
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1. Introduction 
This chapter provides some background information of what bipolar 

and monopolar operation means, the problems that arise during the 

transition between these two and some potential solutions to this prob-

lem. It also contains what the thesis is about and what the expected 

results will be for this thesis work. 

1.1 Background and problem motivation 

1.1.1 Bipolar arrangement 

Bipolar HVDC transmissions, connecting two converter stations, are 

normally arranged with poles (Pole 1 and Pole 2), one pole with positive 

polarity and one pole with negative polarity. The pole conductors can 

either be overhead lines or DC cables. Each converter has one terminal 

connected to high voltage and the other connected to earth. The connec-

tion to earth is called the DC neutral arrangement. 

The connection to earth is normally done according to one of the alter-

natives below: 

1. Via electrode lines to electrode stations from the respective con-

verter station. 

2. Via a dedicated return conductor, this is earth in one station in 

the station earth grid. 

Both alternatives above can allow operation with unbalance current, i.e. 

different current for Pole 1 and Pole 2, where that current flow via the 

electrode stations or via the dedicated return conductor. Different cur-

rent can be due to that one converter is not in operation (zero current). 

Unbalance DC current can also be present due to the different measur-

ing error of the two poles (e.g. both poles has a current order of 1000 A, 

Pole 1 measures 3 A too much and Pole 2 measures 3 A too low current, 

the real currents are then 997 A for Pole 1 and 1003 A for Pole 2, this 

gives 6 A unbalance current). 

1.1.2 Metallic return 

For alternative 1 above, it is normally not desirable to operate for longer 

times with only one pole in operation and with the return current flow-
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ing through earth (via the electrode stations). Then the converter sta-

tions are arranged with equipment to enable operation with metallic 

return. In these types of projects the tipped pole will be arranged as  

metallic return conductor and during the transition phase (from bipolar 

operation to monopolar operation with metallic return) the healthy pole 

will still be in operation but the current will flow through the electrode 

stations instead of the tripped pole.   

1.1.3 Arrangements without return conductors 

For some projects, there are neither electrode stations nor dedicated 

return conductors. The DC neutrals of those stations are normally con-

nected directly the to the earth grid of the converter stations. For those 

projects unbalance currents are normally not allowed (since the earth 

grid would be damaged by too much current), except small currents due 

to the measuring errors. A big drawback for those projects is that also 

the healthy pole has to be temporarily blocked (1-2 seconds) during the 

transition phase from bipolar operation to monopolar operation with 

metallic return which will give an extra disturbance to the connected AC 

networks.   

If not even the small unbalance current due to the measurement errors is 

allowed, then the neutral of one converter station can be connected to 

earth via a capacitor. The capacitor would provide a high frequency 

ground and allow some temporary unbalance currents, during short 

time. 

1.2 Project description 

This project will be performed with line commutated converters (LCC). 

The outcome of the project could later be used in some configurations of 

voltage source converters (VSC). Figure 1.1 below shows a possible DC 

circuit. 

The object is to investigate if it is possible to have the arrangement 

without return conductors, with neutral of one converter station con-

nected to earth via a capacitor and transfer to metallic return (after a trip 

of one pole) without blocking the other pole. 
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Figure 1.1 Example of Bipolar arrangement with the neutral of one converter station 

directly connected to earth and the neutral of the other station connected to earth via 

a capacitor. 

1.3 Overall aim 

The overall aim of this project is to investigate if it is possible to have a 

balanced bipolar transmission without a return conductor and during a 

trip of one pole, control it as an HVDC transmission system with series 

connected converters by adding the by-pass switches and the logic for a 

series connected converter system.  

1.4 Scope 

This project will be performed with simulations in the software PSCAD 

for line commutated converters (LCC). The outcome of the project could 

later be used in some configurations of voltage source converters (VSC), 

but this will not be investigated in this thesis work. 

1.5 Concrete and verifiable objectives 

The concrete objectives for this project are: 

1. Establish the circuit in PSCAD. 

2. Simulate pole trip and transfer to metallic return. Adjust the ca-

pacitance of the capacitor to get good performance. 
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3. Propose a rule of thumbs, of how to dimension the capacitor 

(voltage and capacitance), dependent on direct current, the re-

sistance of the pole lines and the operation times of the by-pass 

switches. 

4. Simulate control and transfer from metallic return to balanced bi-

polar transmission. 
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2. Theory 
This chapter gives an overview of HVDC system in general, some theo-

ry behind HVDC transmission with LCC converters, theory of the 

bipolar operation, monopolar operation with metallic return, theory 

about series connected converters and also some theory about DC 

capacitors.   

There are also other types of HVDC transmission technologies, but this 

technique will not be described in this report.   

2.1 HVDC generally 

High voltage direct current (HVDC) has been around since the 1930 

century. At this time it was mercury arc rectifiers that were invented. 

The first contract for a commercial HVDC transmission of 60 Mega Watt 

(MW) was signed in 1941, this transmission system was supposed to 

provide the city of Berlin whit electricity and the year 1945 the transmis-

sion system was ready for operation. But this never happened because 

of the World War II. It was first in 1954 the first commercial HVDC 

transmission system was taken into operation and this was in Sweden 

between the mainland and the island of Gotland. This HVDC system 

was a 10 MW transmission.  

Since the 1960 century HVDC transmission system have played an 

important role in the electric grid [1]. 

With HVDC transmission system a huge amount of electric power with 

minimal losses can be transmitted over longer distances compared with 

alternating current (AC).  

With HVDC technology two asynchronous AC networks i.e. the two 

different AC networks have different frequencies can be connected 

together. 

The core component in an HVDC system is the converters. Converters 

can work both as a rectifier which means it rectifies the AC to direct 

current (DC) or as an inverter which means that it inverts the DC to AC 

[2]. 
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If a power plant in a remote area will supply a city for example, there is 

a certain point around 300-400 miles (480 – 640 km) and even shorter for 

under water cables where the HVDC transmission will become more 

economical compared with AC transmission (Figure 2.1) more profitable 

compared to AC .  

 

Figure 2.1 Point where HVDC becomes more profitable compared to AC [3]. 

A typical HVDC transmission system is shown in Figure 2.2 and the 

electric power flow is typically transferred from AC system A to AC 

system B, but the transfer of electric power can also be reversed. A 

typical HVDC system has one positive (+) and one negative (-) pole and 

each pole has two 6-pulse thyristor-based converters which form a 12-

pulse converter arrangement. By using a 12-pulse arrangement the 

harmonics that the HVDC system generates are reduced, but not all of 

the harmonics, so on the AC side of the three winding transformer AC 

filters are required, also power factor-correction capacitors will be found 

on the AC side, this capacitors will supply the converters with the 

lagging reactive power that is needed. On the DC side of the converters 

there will be some smoothing reactors (𝐿𝑑) and high frequency filter to 

prevent ripple on the DC current, this is of importance to minimize the 

disturbances on different control- and communication channels because 

of the inductively coupled harmonic interference between the HVDC 

transmission lines and the parallel control- and communications wires 

[4].   
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Figure 2.2 One-line diagram for a HVDC transmission [4]. 

2.1.1 HVDC transmission with LCC converters  

Thyristor 

The circuit symbol of a thyristor is shown in Figure 2.3 where the A 

stands for Anode, the K for Cathode and G for Gate and the current 

flow is from the Anode to the Cathode. By applying a small triggering 

pulse with a control angle α to the Gate, one can decide when the thyris-

tor should be in on-state i.e. when the thyristor should start to conduct 

current. This control angle α is measured from the position where a 

diode would naturally conduct. The control angle α (Figure 2.4) is 

measured from the zero crossing of the AC voltage and during off-state, 

the thyristor can block a forward voltage polarity. 
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Figure 2.3 Thyristor circuit symbol [4]. 

A simple thyristor circuit is shown in Figure 2.4 containing an AC 

voltage source, a thyristor and a resistor together with the voltage and 

current characteristics. As shown, the current and voltage is blocked 

during the positive half cycle, until an triggering pulse is applied to the 

gate terminal at 𝜔𝑡 =  𝛼. 

 

Figure 2.4 Simple thyristor circuit and voltage/current characteristic [4]. 

During on-state the thyristor is latched on and will behave as a diode i.e. 

it will conduct until the zero crossing of the AC current. If the firing 

angle 𝛼 = 0˚ the thyristor will act exactly as a diode. 

An ideal thyristor will conduct current during the positive half cycle of 

the AC voltage and will immediately stop to conduct when a zero 

crossing of the AC voltage occur, but a real thyristor will have a reverse 

current during a short time after the zero crossing of the AC voltage. 

The important parameter here is the time from when the current (𝑖𝐴) 

becomes negative, to that time the voltage across the thyristor (𝑣𝐴𝐾) 

becomes positive, this time interval is referred as the turn of interval (𝑡𝑞) 

in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5 Turn of interval for the thyristor [4]. 

After this time interval the thyristor is capable to block a forward volt-

age without going into on-state [4]. 

This minimum turn of time a thyristor requires for successful commuta-

tion which correspondingly determines the turn-off angle 𝛾 = 𝜔𝑡𝑜𝑓𝑓  [1].  

The thyristor can block a voltage up to 10 kV and up to 10 kA. In an 

HVDC transmission a much higher voltage rating is required, and to 

achieve the desired DC voltage the tyristors are stacked together and 

connect in series. When connecting the thyristors in series, it is im-

portant that the applied voltage will divide evenly over the series con-

nected thyristors, this is important even if the firing pulses to the gates 

will occur exactly at the same time for all of the tyristors they will not 

start to conduct exactly at the same time due to differences in the pro-

duction. 

To protect the thyristor from large current transients (𝑑𝑖/𝑑𝑡) during the 

turn-on sequence, and large voltage transients (𝑑𝑣/𝑑𝑡) during the turn-

off sequence, the thyristor requires a RC-snubber circuit [5]. The snub-

ber circuit is also needed to smooth out the block voltage stress that 

occurs and to get a god voltage division [6].  

Three-phase converters 

The three-phase thyristor-based converter (Figure 2.6) also called 6-

pulse converter is the most common in HVDC systems. The 6-pulse 

converter is constructed with six thyristors that are placed in the form of 

three legs, with two thyristors connected in series for each leg, and were 
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the centre between the two thyristors is connected to a three-phase AC 

transformer or directly to an AC source [1]. 

 

Figure 2.6 Three-phase converter [4]. 

The reason why a three-phase converter is called a 6-pulse converter is 

because that it will be six commutations per period, which will result in 

a harmonic ripple on the DC voltage that is six times the fundamental 

frequency. 

As mentioned earlier, two 6-pulse converters can be connected in series 

to a 12-pulse converter and by this increase the DC voltage. The two 6-

pulse converter has a phase shift of 30˚ between the AC sources, this is 

achieved by using a three winding transformer where one of the 6-pulse 

converters is connected in Yy-configuration and the other 6-pulse con-

verter in Yd-configuration. By using a 12-pulse converter some of the 

harmonics on the AC current and DC voltage will be eliminated, e.g. on 

the AC side, it is the fifth and seventh harmonic and on the DC side it is 

the sixth harmonic, that is why most of the HVDC transmission systems 

uses 12-pulse converter because this will lead to less harmonic filters. 

The harmonic currents flows through the thyristor valves and the trans-

former winding, but this type of current is 180˚ out of phase and will be 

cancelled out in the primary side of the converter transformer.  

The harmonics in a 12-pulse converter operation have frequencies of 

12 × 𝑛 ± 1 for the AC current and 12 × 𝑛 for the DC voltage. 
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A LCC converter needs a relatively strong synchronous voltage source 

in order to achieve a proper commutation. With Commutation means 

the transfer of current from one phase to another in a synchronized 

firing sequence of the thyristor valves.   

An LCC current source (Figure 2.6) also need a lagging between the AC 

current and voltage to operate, this means that the conversion process 

needs reactive power, and this will be supplied from the AC filters, 

shunt banks or series capacitors which are part of the converter station 

[7]. 

In the 6-pulse converter (Figure 2.6) the DC current (𝐼𝑑) flows through 

on of the top-group of thyristors (T1, T3, T5) and through one of the 

bottom-group of thyristors (T2, T4, T6). The commutation from outgoing 

to incoming occurs naturally after 120˚ because of the negative line 

voltage. 

The DC voltage (𝑉𝑑) can be controlled by the firing angle α according to 

Eq. (2.1).  

𝑉𝑑 =
3√2

𝜋
𝑉𝐿𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼 −

3𝜔𝐿𝑠

𝜋
𝐼𝑑 (2.1) 

 𝑉𝑑 = DC voltage 

𝑉𝐿𝐿= line to line voltage on the AC side 

𝐿𝑠 = leakage inductance of the AC transformer 

𝐼𝑑 = DC current. 

𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 

If we for a while ignore the effect of 𝐿𝑠, the DC voltage is directly pro-

portional to 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛼, -and when 𝛼 = 90˚ the DC voltage will become zero 

and by increase α even more, the DC voltage will become negative and 

in this condition, the converter will act as an inverter (Figure 2.7).  

Because the current through a thyristor only can flow in one direction, 

from the anode to the cathode, it is the voltage that will change the 

polarity when the power flow is reversed [4]. 
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Figure 2.7 Converter mode as a function of α [4]. 

Effect of 𝑳𝒔 

In real thyristor circuits the effect of the AC side inductance must be 

taken into account, and for a given delay angle α, the current commuta-

tion takes a finite commutation interval μ. If we look at the situation 

when the thyristors 5 and 6 have been conducting previously, and at the 

time 𝜔𝑡 = 𝛼 the current will start to commutate from thyristor 5 to 1, 

this is illustrated in Figure 2.8 and only the thyristors that will be in-

volved in this commutation is drawn. During the current commutation 

interval μ, thyristor 1 and 5 are conducting simultaneously and the two 

voltages 𝑉𝑎𝑛 and 𝑉𝑐𝑛 are shorted together through 𝐿𝑠 in each phase. 

During the commutation interval μ the current 𝑖𝑎 will rise from zero to 

𝑖𝑑 and the current 𝑖𝑐 will fall from 𝑖𝑑 to zero and the current commuta-

tion from thyristor 5 to thyristor 1 finished [4]. 
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Figure 2.8 commutation in the presence of Ls [4]. 

Three phase converter in inverter mode 

Inverter waveforms (Figure 2.9) show that the current commutation 

process has to end before the voltage intersection so the thyristor will 

regain its blocking capability. The overlap angle μ will have a more 

significant role in inverter operation since it determines how great the 

delay angle α can be. The relationship between the delay angle α, cur-

rent commutation angle μ and the extinction angle γ is given in Eq. (2.2) 

[1]. 

𝛼 = 180° − (𝜇 + 𝛾)  (2.2) 

𝛽 = 𝜇 + 𝛾 (2.3) 

𝛼 = Delay angle. 

𝜇 = Commutation angle. 
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𝛾 = Extinction angle. 

 

 
Figure 2.9 Waveforms in inverter mode [4]. 

Start-up of an inverter 

During the start-up sequence the delay angle α is held sufficiently large, 

e.g. 165˚ so the DC current is discontinuous and α is decreased by the 

controller until and the desired DC current power is obtained [4]. 

Basics of control for a two-terminal DC link 

The relationship between the DC voltage (Vd) and DC current (Id) given 

in Eq. (2.1) can be represented as straight lines in the Vd/Id plane. With 

the conditions presented in Table 2.1 the control strategy for a two 

terminal DC link can be chosen. 

Condition 1 implies the use of the rectifier in constant current control 

mode and condition 3 implies the use of the inverter in constant extinc-

tion angle (CEA) control mode (Figure 2.10). 

The characteristics of the rectifier are depending on two control modes, 

one is Alpha-min (line A-B) and the other is constant current (line B-C). 

To ensure a proper conduction of the thyristors a minimum positive 

voltage is desired before the thyristor valves are fired, so an alpha-min 

limit is imposed in the range between 2-5˚. 

The characteristics of the inverter are depending on two control modes, 

one is gamma-min (line P-Q) and the other is constant current (line Q-

R). The operating point of the DC link is defined of the crossover point X 

of the two characteristics, i.e. the inverter also uses a constant current 
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characteristic, but the current demanded for the inverter (𝐼𝑑𝑖) is less than 

the current demand for the rectifier (𝐼𝑑𝑟) and the current margin be-

tween the inverter and the rectifier (∆𝐼) is usually around 0.1p.u. The 

magnitude of this current margin is selected so large that the constant 

current modes for the rectifier and inverter do not interact to any cur-

rent harmonics which may be superimposed on the DC current. 

This is the current margin control strategy and is of advantage if there is 

a voltage decrease on the rectifiers AC bus, and if this will happen the 

operation point moves to point Y and by this the transmitted current 

will be reduced to 0.9 p.u of its previous value and voltage control is 

shifted from the inverter to the rectifier and the power transmission will 

be near 90% of the original value. 

The following modification is usually used to improve the behavior 

during system disturbances:  

At the rectifier: 

1. Voltage dependent current limit, VDCL 

With this the DC current is limited as a function of the DC volt-

age or in some cases the AC voltage. VDCL helps the DC link to 

recover after faults.  

2. 𝑰𝒅 − 𝒎𝒊𝒏 limit 

This limitation is used to ensure a minimum DC current to avoid 

the risk of DC current extinction due to that the valve current is 

dropping below the hold-on current of the thyristors, this limita-

tion is typically 0.2 - 0.3 p.u. 

The magnitude of 𝐼𝑑 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛 depends on the size of the smoothing 

reactor. 

At the inverter: 

1. Alpha-min limiter inverter 

The Alpha-min limiter is usually set around 100-110˚ to prevent 

the inverter unintentionally to operate in the rectifier region (0-
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90˚) so that not a power reversal occurs due to a current margin 

sign change. 

2. Current error region 

If the AC system the inverter is connected to is weak, the slope of 

the CEA control mode characteristic is quite steep and this can 

cause multiple crossover points with the rectifier characteristics, 

by modifying the inverter CEA characteristic into either a con-

stant beta characteristic or a constant voltage characteristic within 

the current error region this can be avoided [5]. 

Table 2.1 different conditions for the converters [5]. 

Condition no. Desirable 

features  

Reason Control imple-

mentation 

1 Limit the 

maximum DC 

current Id 

For the protec-

tion of the 

valves 

Use constant 

current control 

at the rectifier 

2 Employ the 

maximum DC 

voltage Vd 

For reducing 

power trans-

mission losses 

Use constant 

voltage at the 

inverter 

3 Reduce the 

incident of 

commutation 

failure 

For stability 

purposes 

Use minimum 

extinction angle 

control at in-

verter 

4 Reduce reactive 

power con-

sumption at the 

converters 

For voltage 

regulation and 

economic 

reasons 

Use minimum 

firing angles 
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Figure 2.10 Static Vd/Id characteristic for a two-terminal link: (a) unmodified and (b) 

modified [5]. 

2.2 Monopolar HVDC configuration 

In a monopolar HVDC transmission link (Figure 2.11) only a single 

conductor is used, the return path will either be through the ground or 

sea. Monopolar transmission is used mostly for transmission using 

cables. If the ground resistance is very high or the under-

ground/undersea metallic component may cause some interference a 

metallic return path is preferred [1]. 

Operation of a monopole with earth electrode must not pose any haz-

ards to human beings, animals, or cause any interference with neigh-

bouring installations. The design of the earth electrode must be in such a 

way that it can transport the full system current even in bipolar trans-

mission. This because when a failure of one pole occurs, the transmis-

sion of power can continue with half the power, and the current will 

flow through the earth or the metallic return cable. This will significant-

ly contribute to the availability of the bipolar transmission [1]. 

There are times when ground return is not appropriate to use and 

instead a metallic return will be used, for example, when buried metallic 

structures such as pipelines are present and this will be subject to corro-

sion by the DC current flow [5]. 
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Figure 2.11 Two different configurations of a monopole [7]. 

2.3 Bipolar HVDC configuration  

Bipolar HVDC transmission systems (Figure 2.12) with overhead lines 

and a single 12-pulse converter for each pole is the most common 

HVDC system. By using a bipolar arrangement the HVDC transmission 

can be seen as two independent DC circuits where each system is capa-

ble of transferring half the capacity. 

During balanced operation the current flowing in each pole is the same 

and there is no current flowing through the earth, but during a trip of 

one pole, a monopolar earth return operation can be used, often with 

overload capacity.  

Earth return operation can be minimized during a trip of one pole by 

using the tripped pole as a metallic return conductor, this is achieved by 

the by-pass switches at each converter station. This requires a metallic-

return transfer breaker for the ground electrode line at one of the DC 

terminals to commutate the current from the low resistance of the earth 

into that of the DC line conductor. 

Operation with metallic return is provided in the most HVDC transmis-

sion systems. Metallic return is not only effective during converter 

outages, it is also effective during line insulation failure where the 
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remaining insulation strength is adequate to withstand the low resistive 

voltage drop in the metallic return path [7]. 

 

Figure 2.12 Two different bipolar modes [7]. 

 

2.3.1 Metallic return 

As described in the introduction section of this rapport, when the con-

nection to earth is arranged via electrode lines to electrode station it is 

normally not desirable to operate for longer times with only one Pole in 

operation and with the return current flowing through earth via the 
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electrode stations. Then the converter stations are arranged with equip-

ment to enable operation with metallic return. 

Metallic return is achieved after the following sequence (Alternative 

with electrode stations and overhead lines are considered in this exam-

ple): 

1. Both converters of one pole (Pole 1 in this example) are blocked 

and isolated. 

2. The neutral of the converters for Pole 2 (point between the two 

converters for one station) is connected to the transmission line 

for Pole 1. The connections is done via closing of disconnectors 

(between the DC neutral and the pole line of Pole 1) in both sta-

tions and a ground return transfer switch (which is located in se-

ries with the connection between the DC neutral and disconnect-

ors) in one station is closed. 

3. This provides a parallel path for the DC current of Pole 2, i.e. the 

DC current of Pole 2 is divided between the electrode lines and 

the pole line (of Pole 1). 

4. A metallic return transfer switch which is located in series with 

the electrode line is opened and by that providing a counter volt-

age that forces the whole DC current to be commutated to the 

pole conductor (of Pole 1). 

The sequence to go back from metallic return is: 

1. The metallic return transfer switch is closed. 

2. This provides a parallel path for the DC current of Pole 2, i.e. the 

DC current of Pole 2 is divided between the electrode lines and 

the pole line (of Pole 1). 

3. The ground return transfer switch is opened, and by that provid-

ing a counter voltage that forces the whole DC current to be 

commutated to the electrode line. 

4. The disconnectors (between the DC neutral and the pole line 

(Pole 1) in both stations) are opened.  
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2.3.2 Arrangements without return conductors 

For some projects, there are neither electrode stations nor dedicated 

return conductors. The DC neutrals of those stations are normally con-

nected directly the to the earth grid of the converter stations. For those 

projects unbalance currents are normally not allowed (since the earth 

grid would be damaged by too much current), except small currents due 

to the measuring errors. A big drawback for these projects is that the 

following sequence will follow after a trip of one pole: 

1. The other pole will temporarily be blocked. 

2. This gives an extra disturbance to the connected AC networks. 

3. The other pole is arranged for metallic return (according to the 

sequence described above, but with no current commutations). 

4. The disconnectors are replaced by high speed DC switches in or-

der to give a much shorter transfer time. 

5. The other pole (that was temporarily blocked) is started again, af-

ter about 1-2 seconds. 

If not even the small unbalance current due to the measurement errors is 

allowed, then the neutral of one converter station can be connected to 

earth via a capacitor. The capacitor would provide a high frequency 

ground and allow some temporary unbalance currents during short 

time. 

2.4 HVDC transmission with series connected 
converters  

For HVDC transmission systems with very high power i.e. above ±500 

kV, series connected converters (Figure 2.13) are preferred because the 

energy unavailability during individual converter outages or during 

partial insulation failure on a line can be reduced, and by using two 

series connected converters per pole in a bipolar configuration, will only 

one quarter of the transmission capacity be lost during a converter 

outage, or if the line only can transfer half of the rated DC voltage due 

to that the insulation on the line is degraded. By using series connected 

converters one can avoid to go over to monopolar transmission with 
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metallic return and by that limit the duration of emergency earth return 

[7]. 

 

Figure 2.13 Series connected converters [7]. 
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2.5 Capacitor in DC circuit 

A capacitor is a linear component that consisting of two electrical con-

ductors (plates), these are separated by an insulating material called 

dielectric.  

When a capacitor is connected to a DC voltage source the capacitor will 

store some of the charge (Q) and the size of the charge depends on the 

capacitance (C) of the capacitor and the size of the DC voltage (U). C is a 

measure of the capacitor´s ability to store charge, the ratio between the 

quantities is presented in Eq. (2.4) and Eq. (2.5). 

𝑄 = 𝐶 × 𝑈𝐷𝐶 → 𝐶 =
𝑄

𝑈𝐷𝐶
 (2.4) 

[𝐶] =
𝑄

𝑈
→

𝐴𝑠

𝑈
= 𝐹  (2.5) 

𝑄 = Ampere per second. 

𝐶 = coulomb (Ampere-seconds per volt that the capacitor can store). 

𝑈 = Voltage. 

2.5.1 Capacitors charge- and discharge characteristics 

During charging ore discharging of a capacitor the voltage, current and 

charge will not be constant, e.g. the quantities will vary over time and 

all these quantities will be denoted by lowercase letters. As can be noted 

from the Eq. (2.6) to Eq. (2.14) is that when the voltage over the capacitor 

is equal to zero during 𝑡 = 0 the current through the capacitor at its 

maximum, and the current through the capacitor is equal to zero when 

the voltage over the capacitor is at its maximum, theoretically at 𝑡 = ∞ 

[8]. 

Charging of a capacitor: 

𝑢𝑐 = 𝑈 × (1 − 𝑒−
𝑡

𝑅×𝐶) (2.6) 

𝑖𝑐 =
𝑈

𝑅
× 𝑒−

𝑡

𝑅×𝐶  (2.7) 

𝑞 = 𝐶 × 𝑈 (1 − 𝑒−
𝑡

𝑅×𝐶) (2.8) 
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Steady state: 

𝑞 = 𝑄 = 𝐶 × 𝑈  (2.9) 

𝑖𝐶 = 0 (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒) (2.10) 

𝑢𝐶 = 𝑈  (2.11) 

Discharging of a capacitor: 

𝑢𝐶 = 𝑈 × 𝑒−
𝑡

𝑅×𝐶  (2.12) 

𝑖𝐶 = −
𝑈

𝑅
× 𝑒−

𝑡

𝑅×𝐶  (2.13) 

𝑞 = 𝐶 × 𝑈 × 𝑒−
𝑡

𝑅×𝐶  (2.14) 

𝑡 = specific time 

𝑅 = resistance 

𝑄 = Ampere per second 

𝐶 = coulomb (Ampere seconds/volt that the capacitor can store) 

𝑈 = Voltage 

𝑢𝐶  = voltage over the capacitor at a certain time 

𝑖𝐶 = current through the capacitor at a certain time 

𝑞 = charge stored in the capacitor at a certain time 
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3. Method 
This thesis work was performed through simulations in the software 

PSCAD 4.2.1 Professional.  

First of all, a good old model of an LCC HVDC system was chosen from 

the ABB´s internal simulation circuits. The model that was chosen was 

the JPS 800 kV HVDC system, this HVDC transmission is also a real 

project that is located in China. This project is a series connected con-

verter HVDC system, so it was a good model to start with because it 

already had the by-pass switches, the required control system that was 

required to have a transition from a balanced bipolar operation to a 

monopolar operation with metallic return and also the Start Control 

Amplifier (SCA) would be in the control circuit. 

First of all a more simple circuit were created in the software PSCAD. 

This was done partly to get to know the software, and partly to get an 

understanding of how the capacitor would behave during the transition 

from a bipolar operation to a monopolar operation with metallic return. 

The voltage over the capacitor is also calculated with simple modifica-

tions of the ohm´s law.  

Some modification of the JPS 800 kV circuit is required so that a more 

simple bipolar circuit is obtained. It turned out that the JPS 800 kV 

circuit didn’t have the required control logic, this implies that these 

must be recreated. 

Because I didn´t have any access to the software HiDraw, I have to use a 

software named XDebug, this software is used to set different parame-

ters to get the pole trip sequence as near the real pole trip sequence as 

possible. 
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4. Implementation 
In this chapter the implementation and simulations is described in 

detail.  

4.1 Two different pole Tripp’s 

There are two different situations for a pole to trip and these are de-

scribed in detail in Alternative 1-2 below.  

4.1.1 Alternative 1 

The sequence (at trip of Pole 1) would be: 

1. Balanced bipolar transmission (same current for both poles) 

2. Pole 1 is tripped. 

3. The Pole 2 current goes via the DC capacitor and the earth grids 

(of both converter stations). 

4. The voltage over the capacitor increases. 

5. High speed disconnectors (in principle AC breakers) are opened 

in order to isolate the converters of Pole 1. 

6. By-pass switches (high speed switches, also in principle AC 

breakers) across the converters of Pole 1 (i.e. between the neutral 

and the pole conductor of Pole 1) are closed. 

7. The current will for a while go both via the capacitor and via the 

By-pass switches. 

8. When the voltage across the capacitor has reached the level equal 

to the voltage drop of the whole current of Pole 2 times the DC 

resistance of the Pole 1 conductor, then the current through the 

capacitor will be zero (i.e. the transfer to metallic return is com-

pleted). 

When the blocked Pole will be taken back into operation again, then the 

sequence (after outage of Pole 1) would be: 

1. Monopolar operation with metallic return for Pole 2. 
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2. High speed disconnectors are closed in order to connect the con-

verters of Pole 1. 

3. The converters of Pole 1 are deblocked (i.e. the thyristors are 

fired). 

4. The converter control (for Pole 1) will control the direct current 

through its converters so that the DC current through the by-pass 

switches will be zero (i.e. the full current of Pole 2 will go 

through the converters of Pole 1). 

5. The By-pass switches will be opened. 

6. The voltage across the converters of Pole 1 is increased to full 

voltage. 

7. The capacitor is discharged (i.e. the voltage across it goes down 

to zero). 

8. Balanced bipolar transmission is achieved. 

4.1.2 Alternative 2 

The sequence (at trip of Pole 1) would be (for most fault cases): 

1. Balanced bipolar transmission (same current for both poles). 

2. Pole 1 is tripped and temporarily operated at Alpha 90 (i.e. at ze-

ro DC voltage) in the same way as for series connected convert-

ers. 

3. Part of the current of Pole 2 goes via the DC capacitor and the 

earth grids (of both converter stations). 

4. The voltage over the capacitor increases. 

5. By-pass switches (high speed switches, also in principle AC 

breakers) across the converters of Pole 1 (i.e. between the neutral 

and the pole conductor of Pole 1) are closed (in the same way as 

for series connected converters). 

6. The converters of Pole 1 are operated to get zero DC current, i.e. 

the whole DC current of Pole 2 (except for the current through 

the capacitor) will go through the by-pass switches. 
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7. High speed disconnectors are opened (with zero DC current) in 

order to isolate the converters of Pole 1. 

8. The current will for a while go both via the capacitor and via the 

By-pass switches/Pole 1s converters. 

9. When the voltage across the capacitor has reached the level equal 

to the voltage drop of the whole current of Pole 2 times the DC 

resistance of the Pole 1 conductor, then the current through the 

capacitor will be zero (i.e. the transfer to metallic return is com-

pleted).   

When the blocked Pole will be taken back into operation again, then the 

sequence (after outage of Pole 1) would be: 

1. Monopolar operation with metallic return for Pole 2. 

2. High speed disconnectors are closed in order to connect the con-

verters of Pole 1. 

3. The converters of Pole 1 are deblocked (i.e. the thyristors are 

fired). 

4. The converter control (for Pole 1) will control the direct current 

through its converters so that the DC current through the by-pass 

switches will be zero (i.e. the full current of Pole 2 will go 

through the converters of Pole 1). 

5. The By-pass switches will be opened. 

6. The voltage across the converters of Pole 1 is increased to full 

voltage. 

7. The capacitor is discharged (i.e. the voltage across it goes down 

to zero). 

8. Balanced bipolar transmission is achieved. 

N.B. The two sequences above are quite similar to the sequences for 

series connected converters, i.e. with two converters in series in each 

station for each pole. At a trip of one converter, it is by passed by a by-

pass switch (this is also done for one converter at the same pole in the 

other station). Transmission continues, at half voltage for that pole. 
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Alternative 2 will give a smaller capacitor (less μF) than Alternative 1. 

In some fault cases, e.g. valve short circuit, the converters cannot be 

operated at Alpha 90 and the capacitor will be charged too quickly. For 

those fault cases, the healthy pole has to be temporary blocked during 

the switching sequence (1-2) seconds.  

4.2 Simulation of the capacitor behavior with a 
simple circuit 

The simple circuit that was created is shown in Figure 4.1. The resistanc-

es and the smoothing reactors (inductors) (Figure 4.1) values are ob-

tained from the JPS 800 kV circuit. The switch B1 in this simple circuit 

will act as the by-pass switch in the real circuit. 

 

Figure 4.1 Simple circuit. 

To get the simulation as close to the actual circuit as possible, a ramp-

down function was applied on the voltage source (Figure 4.1) from 50.4 

kV to 5 kV during a time interval of 20 ms, and this was done because 

the real circuit will ramp down the voltage by sending an alpha 90 order 

to the converters. A simple logic for this ramp-down function was 

created, and a logic to convert the different voltage- and current values 

to per unit (p.u) values (Figure 4.2). A timed logic was used to close the 
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switch, so that coordination between the ramp-down of the voltage 

source and the switch closure will occur at the right time.  

 

Figure 4.2 Logic and convert from real value to per unit value. 

As mentioned earlier in this report, during the transition from bipolar 

operation to a monopolar operation with metallic return, the voltage 

across the capacitor will increase from zero to a level that is equal to the 

current in pole 2 times the resistance in pole 1. 

𝑈𝑐 = 𝑅𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒1 × 𝐼𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒2  (4.1) 

𝑈𝐶 = Voltage over the capacitor 

𝑅𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒1 = Resistance of pole 1 

𝐼𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒2 = Current in pole 2 

Current reference in the JPS 800 kV project is 4.5 kA and the resistance 

of pole 1 is 11.2 ohms and is also used in Figure 4.1, this will give a 

voltage of 50.4 kV over the capacitor. 

4.3 Modification of the JPS 800 kV circuit 

A description of the different modifications that were made on the JPS 

800 kV circuit to get the required and simpler bipolar circuit will be 

presented below. 

To start with, half of the converters was blocked and by-passed i.e. one 

of the rectifiers and one of the inverters for each pole, this was done 

because the JPS 800 kV project is a series connected converters project, 

which means that this project have two 12-pulse converters in series for 
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each pole and the required circuit will only have one 12-pulse converter 

for each pole. The electrode lines and the electrode stations for each 

converter station was also removed, this was done because the  required 

circuit the neutral point in one converter station will be connected 

directly to ground, and in the other converter station the neutral point 

will be connected to ground through a capacitor. The neutral point of 

the inverter station was directly grounded, and for the rectifier station a 

capacitor was placed between the neutral point and ground. Some 

breakers with their associated control signals that were unnecessary in 

the new circuit were removed. 

Now when half of the converters are by-passed and not in operation, the 

voltage level is 400 kV instead of 800 kV that the JPS 800 kV project hade 

from start. The original circuit was set to control the power, this would 

lead to an increase of the current to maintain the power order, so the 

modified circuit was set to maintain the current order instead of the 

power and this will lead to a decrease of the transferred power to half of 

the original value, so also half of the reactive filters had to be discon-

nected, otherwise would the reactive power generation be too high.  

When the control logic for the JPS 800 kV project was examined, the 

only type of control logic that that could be found was the DC fault logic 

and this logic works as follows: if a DC fault occurs, first a retard-order 

signal is sent to the rectifier, after that a retard-order signal is sent to the 

inverter. With a retard-order, the current in the converter will ramp 

down very fast to zero, and when the current is zero the by-pass switch 

is closed, and the converter is taken out of operation and the tripped 

pole is used as a metallic return.  

The fault that will be investigated in this thesis, a slower character is 

required compared with that described above, e.g. if a temperature 

increase occurs in one of the thyristor valves, a more controlled and 

slow downward regulation of the converters is preferred. Then the 

following procedure is appropriate: 

An Alfa 90 signal is sent to the inverter for pole 1 to start the down 

regulation of the voltage over the inverter, when the voltage reach zero 

the by-pass switch is closed and the inverter is taken out of operation. 

When this is done, a retard-order signal (described above) is sent to the 

rectifier for pole 1 and also the rectifier is taken out of operation. Now 

have a controlled disconnection of the converters for pole 1 been 
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achieved and a transition from bipolar operation to monopolar opera-

tion with metallic return has been established. 

When this control logic did not exist in the project, some attempts was 

made to solve this problem by implement a ramp down function on the 

voltage reference signal for the pole 1 inverter, the voltage in the invert-

er started to ramp-down as planned but at a value around 200 kV the 

voltage decrease did stop and instead the voltage started to oscillate 

around 200 kV. After some time with troubleshooting it turned out that 

there is a limiter on the Alpha-order in the inverter that prevent Alpha 

to be lower than 110˚ (inverter mode 90˚ < 𝛼 < 180˚).  

When that did not work, an attempt was made to get the same function 

as Alpha 90 by implementing a ramp-up function on the Gamma refer-

ence signal from 17˚ to 90˚ (Gamma reference in JPS 800kV project was 

set to 17˚) in the inverter for pole 1. In this case, the Gamma reference 

started to ramp up and the DC voltage reference started to decrease, but 

when the Gamma starts to increase, Alpha began to decrease and also 

this time the Alpha limiter took over the regulation so the voltage could 

not be decreased. 

XDebug 

XDebug is a plug-in software for PSCAD. With this software all signals 

between HiDraw and PSCAD can be seen and changed, for example 

you can change the value for Alpha 90 to activate it. 

So with this software you can change the Alpha-order limiter in the 

inverter, the original value was set at 110˚ so it was changed to 75˚ and 

the ramp function was once again implemented to the voltage reference 

for the inverter of pole 1 and a new simulation was done, this time it 

was possible to ramp down the voltage reference to zero, and a transfer 

from bipolar operation to a monopolar operation with metallic return 

was achieved. The results of these simulations are not included in this 

report then this will be seen from the simulation results for the whole 

procedure from bipolar operation to a monopolar operation with metal-

lic return and back to bipolar operation. 
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4.4 Simulation settings 

When the transition from bipolar operation to a monopolar operation 

with metallic return was achieved, the logic to go back from a monopo-

lar operation to a bipolar operation was created. Usually in a series 

connected converter HVDC transmission something called Start Control 

Amplifier (SCA) is used during the starting up sequence of the convert-

ers. The purpose of SCA is to control the DC current of the converter so 

it will be equal to the DC current of the pole before opening the by-pass 

switch. As the converter current will contain a heavy 12 pulse ripple 

while the pole current will be comparatively smooth, zero crossings of 

the current will be obtained in the by-pass switch and since the by-pass 

switch is an AC breaker it is possible to open at a zero crossing. 

A major problem with this type of fault study is that they are so rarely 

simulated, so the SCA is not included in the circuit. To solve this prob-

lem and get a sequence that is as similar SCA as possible, the following 

sequence was created to go back to a bipolar operation: 

 The reference voltage in the inverter for pole 1 that has been ramped 

down will need a ramp-up function so that the voltage reference once 

again becomes 750 kV. The whole logic for the down- and up- ramp of 

the DC voltage reference named Udref_S2_P1 (S2 means system 2 and 

P1 means Pole 1) is illustrated in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 Ramp down and ramp up function for Udref_S2_P1. 

Two different ramp functions is used (down- and up- ramp), also a two 

input selector (with input terminals A, B and Ctrl) and a start sequence 

together with a wait until 5.5 seconds. (Figure 4.3). The two input selec-

tor works so that the input to terminal B is chosen if the signal to Ctrl is 

low = 0, and if the Ctrl is high = 1, the input to terminal A is chosen. The 

TIME functions that are connected to each input on the ramp functions 

is used so it is the time that is specified to start and stop the down- and 

up- ramp.  

Ramp-down function is connected to terminal B for the two input selec-

tor and the signal from the ramp-down function will be chosen as long 

as the Ctrl = 0, the time for the ramp-down function is the values to the 

left in Figure 4.3 and shows that the ramp-down function starts after 1.5 

seconds and ends after 2.2 seconds, i.e. after 2.2 seconds the UDref 

voltage will be equal to zero and the transition from bipolar operation to 

monopolar operation with metallic return has started. 

The Start sequence will send a signal immediately when the simulation 

starts to the Wait Until 5.5s and the Wait Until logic prevents this signal 

from reach the Ctrl input with 5.5 seconds, so after this time will the Ctrl 

turn high (Ctrl=1) and terminal A for the two input selector will be 

chosen.  
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The time for the ramp-up function is the values to the right in Figure 4.3 

and it shows that the ramp-up function starts after 6.5 seconds and ends 

after 7.2 seconds, i.e. after 7.2 seconds the UDref voltage will be equal to 

750 kV and the transition from monopolar operation with metallic 

return to a bipolar operation has started. 

The ramp functions described above together with the switch and retard 

sequence in Figure 4.4 represent the entire logic for the transition from 

bipolar operation to monopolar operation with metallic return and back 

to bipolar operation again.  

A description of the entire sequence inFigure 4.4: 

After a time delay of 2.18 seconds the transmitter 

(Close/Open_Inv_BPS_B1_POLETRIP) gets a signal to close the by-pass 

switch for the inverter of pole 1. Initially, the time delay for closing the 

by-pass switch was set to 2.2 seconds, i.e. when the UDref reaches zero 

(Figure 4.3), but then the Alpha-order for the inverter began to jump 

between being in rectifier- or inverter-mode of operation, so the time 

delay for closing the by-pass switch was set 20 ms before UDref reached 

zero. 

After the by-pass switch for the inverter of pole 1 is closed, a time delay 

of 2 ms is set before a retard-order is sent to the inverter (Retart_Inv_P1) 

and by this, the inverter for pole 1 is by-passed and taken out of opera-

tion.  

After a time delay of 48 ms a retard-order is sent to the rectifier for pole 

1 (Retard_Rect_P1) so the current-order for the rectifier will start ramp-

ing down to zero, and after another time delay of 33 ms a signal is sent 

to close the by-pass switch (Close/Open_Rect_BPS_P1_B1_POLETRIP) 

for the rectifier, at the same time a half mode signal 

(Seq_Half_Mode_P1B1_OUT) is sent to stop the firing of the thyristors 

in the rectifier and inverter for pole 1. Through the sequence described 

above, will the transition from bipolar operation to monopolar operation 

with metallic return will be achieved.  

In the sequence illustrated in Figure 4.4 there are some Wait Until se-

quences with inverted outputs, these are for the transition from mono-

polar operation with metallic return to bipolar operation. During the 

transition from monopolar operation with metallic return to bipolar 
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operation the half mode signal is removed so the thyristors in the in-

verter and rectifier for pole 1 starts firing, at the same time the retard-

order signal for the rectifier is removed so the current in the rectifier 

starts to ramp up and the current that is flowing in the transmission 

system starts to flow in the rectifier instead of the by-pass Switch, this 

means that the current through the by-pass switch decrees and when the 

current is zero the by-pass switch is able to open, this happens after 6.3 

seconds.  

After this, the ramp-up logic for the voltage reference that is described 

earlier in this chapter ramp up the voltage in the inverter, this will result 

that the current through the by-pass switch decreases down to zero and 

when the current is zero the by-pass switch is able to open, this happens 

after 7.3 seconds. Through the sequence described above the transition 

from monopolar operation with metallic return to a bipolar operation is 

complete. 

During the simulations from monopolar operation with metallic return 

to bipolar operation, the signal to order Alpha 90 was missing between 

the two software’s HiDraw and PSCAD, although that the retard-order 

was removed the converters continued to act as they should be in the 

retard-mode.  

This problem was solved with the plug-in software Xdebug. In order to 

solve this problem, the simulation need to be paused as fast as possible 

after the retard-order is removed from the rectifier in PSCAD (according 

to the logic), when the simulation is paused, Alpha 90 is activated by 

changing the signal value from 0 to 1 in XDebug, then the simulation 

need to be started again and now the Alpha-order will fall down to 90˚. 

The same procedure is done for the inverter and Alpha-order will fall 

down to 90˚.  

When the by-pass switches for the converters has opened as described 

earlier in this chapter, simulation is once again paused and the previous-

ly activated Alpha 90 is inactivated by changing the signal value back 

from previously set 1 to 0 in Xdbug, simulation is started once again for 

a short time and Alpha in the inverter starts to ramp up to the Alpha-

order for the inverter. The simulation will be paused once again, this 

time the activated Alpha 90 in rectifier will be removed through the 

same procedure as described for the inverter and Alpha in the rectifier 

starts to decrease down to the Alpha-order for the rectifier. Through the 
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sequence described above, transition from monopolar operation with 

metallic return to bipolar operation is complete. 

 

Figure 4.4 The logic to go from bipolar operation to monopolar with metallic return 

and back to bipolar operation. 

The entire transition sequence from bipolar operation to monopolar 

operation with metallic return and back to bipolar operation is as fol-

lows: 

Transition from bipolar operation to monopolar operation with metal-

lic return: 

 Ramp-down the voltage reference for the inverter for pole 1. 

 Close the by-pass switch for the inverter for pole 1 when the volt-

age reference is zero. 

The inverter is now taken out of operation. 

 Retard-order is sent to the rectifier for pole 1. 

 Close the by-pass switch for the rectifier for pole 1 when the cur-

rent in the rectifier is zero. 

The rectifier is now taken out of operation. 

During the sequence described above, the current will flow through the 

capacitor and charge it to a voltage level that is equal to the current that 

flows in pole 2 times the resistance of pole 1.  
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Transition from monopolar operation with metallic return to bipolar 

operation: 

 Remove retard-order and order Alpha 90 to the rectifier for pole 1 

(Rectifier takes over the current so the current through the by-

pass switch decrease down to zero). 

 Open the by-pass switch for the rectifier for pole 1 when the cur-

rent through it is zero. 

Rectifier is now taken back in operation.   

 Ramp-up the voltage reference for the inverter for pole 1. 

 Remove retard-order and order Alpha 90 to the inverter for pole 

1 (inverter takes over the current and the current through the by-

pass switch decrease down to zero). 

 Open the by-pass switch for the inverter for pole 1 when the cur-

rent through the switch is zero. 

The inverter is now taken back in operation. 

 Remove Alpha 90 for the inverter. 

 Remove Alpha 90 for the rectifier. 
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5. Results 
In this section the simulation results will be presented. First will the 

results from the simple test circuit be presented, after that will the 

simulation results for the modified JPS 800 kV circuit be presented, in 

this simulation will the entire sequence from bipolar operation to 

monopolar operation with metallic return and back again to a bipolar 

operation be presented. 

5.1 Simulation results for the simple circuit 

First was a simulation made with a large capacitor (10 000 𝜇𝐹) to get a 

feeling of how the different current- and voltage- curves would look like 

during the transition between bipolar- to monopolar operation with 

metallic return, this is illustrated in Figure 5.1.  

During the charge of the capacitor, the current Id1 will decrease for a 

while and then return to the initial value when the capacitor is charged, 

at the same time the current through the capacitor (Ic) will increase for a 

while and then return to its initial state. 
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Figure 5.1 Voltage- and current- curves for the simple circuit whit C=10 000μF. 

Another simulation was made, now with a smaller capacitor (200 μF). A 

reduction of the capacitor size will increase the steepness of the curves 

and bring some oscillations as illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 Voltage- and current- curves for the simple circuit whit C=200μF. 

5.2 Simulation results during transition from bipolar 
operation to metallic return and back to bipolar operation 
again for the modified JPS 800 kV circuit  

Simulations are made with a capacitor size of 500 μF and the simulated 

sequence takes place for 10 seconds. In the simulation results illustrated 

in Figure 5.3 to Figure 5.9 the first second of simulation shows the 

startup of the HVDC transmission link and this is not of interest and can 

be ignored, also all simulations whose name contains anything with B2 

can also be ignored as these belong to the converters that have been 

disconnected in the original JPS 800kV series connected converter cir-

cuit. 
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The different steps, i.e. between disconnection and connection of the 

converters is very large, this is made intentionally in the simulation 

sequence in order to clearly show when the different sequences takes 

place.  

During the transition phases between bipolar operation and monopolar 

operation with metallic return and during the transition back to bipolar 

operation there will be some oscillations and it takes a while for the 

system to return to steady-state, but during the entire process the cur-

rent (I_S2_P1_pu) continues to flow in pole 2 (Figure 5.5 - Figure 5.6), 

and also the current (I_S1_P1_pu) in pole 1 (Figure 5.3 - Figure 5.4) 

continues to flow. During the transition phases the current is reduced in 

the poles, but the power transmission will never be interrupted. 
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Figure 5.3 Pole 1, Station 1 simulations. 
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Figure 5.4 Pole 1, Station 2 simulations. 

The transition from bipolar operation to monopolar operation with 

metallic return as described in the previous chapter occurs from that the 

voltage reference for the inverter starts to ramp-down between 1.5 - 2.2 

seconds, this is illustrated in the Figures in this chapter, specially Figure 

5.8 where the inverter voltage is simulated (Udc_Inv). This can also be 

seen in the simulation results illustrated in Figure 5.4 for pole 1, station 

2 for the DC voltage (Ud_S2_P1_pu). The ramp-down logic was applied 

to the voltage reference to achieve the same function as Alpha 90 and 
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when the voltage is ramped down Alpha-order for the inverter in sta-

tion 2 (Alpha_Ord_S2_P1_B1) will start to decrease down to 90˚, this is 

illustrated in Figure 5.4.  

When the voltage Udc_Inv is near zero the by-pass switch for the in-

verter is closed and the current will flow through the switch and the 

inverter is taken out of operation, this is illustrated in Figure 5.8.  

After the inverter is taken out of operation, a retard-order is sent to the 

rectifier and the current (ID_B1_S1_P1) will ramp down to zero, when 

the current is zero the by-pass switch for the rectifier is closed and the 

current will flow through the switch and the rectifier is taken out of 

operation, this is illustrated in Figure 5.7 and the transition from bipolar 

operation to monopolar operation with metallic return is complete. 

Monopolar operation with metallic return will continue until the transi-

tion back to bipolar operation starts after 6 seconds, this by removing 

the retard-order in the rectifier. When the retard-order is removed 

Alpha 90 is sent to the rectifier and Alpha-order (Alpha_Ord_S1_P1_B1) 

will drop down to 90˚ (Figure 5.3) so that the rectifier is taking over the 

current from the by-pass switch, this is illustrated in Figure 5.7 where 

Ibypass_Rect is the current through the by-pass switch and 

ID_B1_S1_P1 is the current through the rectifier. When the current 

(Ibypass_Rect) drops down and starts to oscillate around zero which 

occurs after 6.3 seconds a signal is sent to open the by-pass switch and 

the switch will open at the next zero crossing of the current (Iby-

pass_Rect) through the switch. 

When the rectifier have taken over the current from the by-pass switch 

the inverter voltage reference (Udc_Inv) will be ramped-up and this 

takes place between 6.5 - 7.2 seconds and is illustrated in Figure 5.8. This 

can also be seen from the simulation results illustrated in Figure 5.4 for 

pole 1, station 2 for the DC voltage (Ud_S2_P1_pu). 

After 7.2 seconds the retard-order will be removed from the inverter and 

Alpha-order (Alpha_Ord_S2_P1_B1) will drop down to 90˚ (Figure 5.4) 

so that the inverter takes over the current from the by-pass switch as 

illustrated in Figure 5.8 where Ibypass_Inv is the current through the 

by-pass switch and ID_B1_S2_P1 is the current through the inverter. 

When the current (Ibypass_Inv) drops down and starts to oscillate 

around zero, after 7.3 seconds a signal is sent to open the by-pass switch 
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and the switch will open at the next zero crossing of the current (Iby-

pass_Inv) through the switch. 
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Figure 5.5 Pole 2, Station 1 simulations. 
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Figure 5.6 Pole 2, Station 2 simulations. 

As illustrated in Figure 5.5 - Figure 5.6, during the various phases of 

transition there will be some reduction and some disturbances at the DC 

voltage (Ud_S2_P2_pu) but as mentioned earlier the transferred power 

will not stop completely.  
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Figure 5.7 Station 1 simulations. 
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Figure 5.8 Station 2 simulations. 
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Figure 5.9 Capacitor simulations. 

Voltage and current that affects the capacitor is illustrated in Figure 5.9. 

The current (Ic) that flow through the capacitor will rise and fall back to 

zero again, this is also described for the simple circuit earlier in this 

chapter. The capacitor will be charged up to around 50.4 kV which has 

also been described for the simple circuit earlier in this chapter. As can 

be seen from Figure 5.9, the capacitor will be charged to a voltage (Uc) 

around 50 kV and is discharged when the transition from monopolar 

operation with metallic return to bipolar operation occur. The voltage 

transients during the different transition phases are quite high and very 

close to the limits set for lighting and switching, that stands for the 

voltage transients that the capacitor should cope with during switching 
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or lighting, the problem is that these voltage transients that occur during 

the different transitions in this simulation is that they last for a longer 

time than the transients that will occur during switching or lighting. 

5.3 Rule of thumbs of how to dimension the 
capacitor 

The current flowing through the capacitor during the time interval it 

takes for the transition between bipolar operation and monopolar opera-

tion with metallic return is given in Eq. (5.1).   

𝑖 = 𝐶 ×
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
 (5.1) 

𝑖 = time dependent current 

𝐶 = Capacitance 

𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
 = voltage difference/time difference 

This current 𝑖 is the same that is flowing through the system (𝐼𝑑𝑁) and 

𝑑𝑢 is given by this current times the pole resistance that is given in Eq. 

(5.2). 

𝑑𝑢 = 𝐼𝑑𝑁 × 𝑅𝑑 (5.2) 

𝑑𝑢 = Voltage difference 

𝐼𝑑𝑁 = Current in the system 

𝑅𝑑 = Resistance of pole 1 

By combing Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) and that the current (𝑖) that will 

charge the capacitor is the same as the current flowing in the system 

(𝐼𝑑𝑁), gives the Eq. (5.3). 

𝐼𝑑𝑁 = 𝐶 ×
𝐼𝑑𝑁×𝑅𝑑

𝑑𝑡
 (5.3) 

After some mathematical conversions, remains the equation given in Eq. 

(5.4). 
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𝐶 =
𝑑𝑡

𝑅𝑑
 (5.4) 

But since the operation time of the by-pass switches (𝑑𝑡) is not known 

you can calculate these with the known capacitor size in the simulation 

and the pole 1 resistance Eq. (5.4) can be rewritten as Eq. (5.5). 

𝑑𝑡 = 𝐶 × 𝑅𝑑 (5.5) 

By inserting the known values of the capacitor size and the pole re-

sistance in Eq. (5.5), the switching time is calculated in Eq. (5.6). 

𝑑𝑡 = 500𝜇𝐹 × 11.2Ω = 5.6𝑚𝑠 (5.6) 
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6. Discussion 
The objective of this thesis work was to establish a bipolar HVDC circuit 

in the software PSCAD  and investigate if it is possible to have a bipolar 

operation without return conductor and with the neutral point of one 

converter station connected to earth via a capacitor and having a transi-

tion from bipolar operation to monopolar operation with metallic return 

without blocking of the healthy pole, i.e. without shutting down the 

entire power transfer during the transition stages and without the use of 

DC breakers. This objective is fulfilled since the result of this report 

shows that it is possible to make the transfer both from a bipolar opera-

tion to a monopolar operation and the transition back from monopolar 

operation to a bipolar operation without blocking the other pole that 

was two of the objectives of this thesis.  

The simulation results for the modified JPS 800 kV circuit shows that it 

is possible to have this transition without blocking the other pole. The 

simulation results show that there are some oscillations during the 

different transition stages and these are dimensioned in terms of the 

capacitor size. But, by avoiding the need to shut down the entire power 

transfer during the transition stages this will contribute to more stable 

AC nets when these otherwise will be exposed to major disruptions 

when the HVDC transmission needs to be shut down.  

The major problem in this simulation is the voltage transients that occur 

over the capacitor during the different transition phases, and where the 

maximum value is more than 300 kV, and occur during the transition 

from monopolar operation with metallic return to a bipolar operation. 

The capacitor size in the simulation was 500 μF and is probably very 

expensive, by changing to a smaller capacitor to get a lower cost will 

lead to a further increase of the voltage transient, and it will be higher 

than the switching and lighting values that the capacitor must be able to 

handle. One more problem with these voltage transients is that they last 

for a longer time compared with the switching and lighting transients is 

expected to last and this would probably lead to a breakdown of the 

capacitor. 

The other objective was to propose a rule of thumb of dimensioning the 

capacitor and this objective is also achieved, and by changing the re-
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sistance of the poles or the closing time of the by-pass switches the size 

of the capacitor can be affected, if it is not possible to change the closing 

time of the by-pass switch perhaps this rule of thumb cannot be used.   

Due to the problems with the different signals between the two soft-

ware’s HiDraw and PSCAD as mentioned in the Method chapter, a lot 

of time was lost and probably would the simulation results be better if 

this problem have not occurred, but due to this there was not enough 

time to adjust the different times for the closing and opening of the by-

pass switches, so by adjusting and optimize the operation of the switch-

es and the different retard-orders, Alpha 90 etc. It would likely have led 

to a better result in terms of the oscillations that occur and it would also 

probably lead to a reduction in capacitor size.     

A lowering of the current reference for pole 2 right before the transition 

between monopolar operation with metallic return and bipolar opera-

tion would probably lower the voltage transient which occurs over the 

capacitor, and this would probably also lead to that the size of the 

capacitor can be reduced.  

The simulation results would probably also be better if there was access 

to the software HiDraw because it is in this software all the logic to the 

firing pulses etc. is created, and by that one could change how steep the 

different ramps would be i.e. the retard-orders, Alpha 90 etc. and also to 

activate and use the SCA and by this get smoother transition phase´s 

with less oscillations, this should probably lead to that the size of the 

capacitor can be reduced. But because it would take far too long to 

obtain the license and right HiDraw version the only option was to 

pause the simulation and use the software XDebug to manually activate 

Alpha 90, so probably would the simulation results be much better if the 

software HiDraw was used and the control logic was implemented in 

the right way.  

As it looks from the results in this thesis, the size of the capacitor might 

be too large and too expensive to be commercially interesting, but 

through the suggestions listed above, this maybe can be a commercial 

reality. 

According to [9] it is a necessary choice to have a metallic return cable in 

modern HVDC system, and this cable usually has lower voltage and 

current insulation limits compared whit the pole cable. So by using a 
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capacitor in one of the stations neutral point you don’t need a separate 

metallic return cable, which contributes to that the price can be kept 

down and also by using the pole cable as an metallic return you will 

have a cable with higher voltage and current limits compared with a 

separate metallic return cable. 

And according to [10] monopolar operation with a separate metallic 

return conductor will have a lot of disadvantages such as extra cost of 

equipment, double the percentage line losses during monopolar opera-

tion with metallic return, higher transformer costs. One alternative is to 

operate the HVDC transmission at large angles which lead to higher 

stresses and higher losses in the damper/divider circuits. You also have 

to lower the transferred power during metallic return operation, all of 

these make the metallic return operation unattractive, and by using the 

suggested capacitor in this thesis work, you can continue to transfer the 

full power during metallic return operation. 

6.1 Social aspects 

If it becomes commercially to place a capacitor in one of the stations 

neutral points, this will benefit the community because the AC networks 

will become more stable because they are not exposed to the disturb-

ances that occur when an HVDC transmission need to be shut down 

during the transition between bipolar operation and monopolar opera-

tion with metallic return.  

This can probably contribute to the economic gain to society when 

expensive switches and breakers that is necessary in a regular HVDC 

transition can be removed which should make the total price of an 

HVDC transmission cheaper and this should benefit the end customers 

i.e. the electricity customers. 

6.2 Ethical aspect 

There may be a risk that this is sold as necessary equipment and will 

cost much money for the customer, but in fact, they do not benefit that 

much of this equipment because the this specific type of fault is so rare. 
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7. Conclusions  
All the verifiable objectives of this thesis work is achieved and the 

results show that it is possible to have a transition between bipolar 

operation and monopolar operation with metallic return without block-

ing the other pole and without the use of DC breakers. Simulation 

results show that some oscillations occur during the different transition 

phases and these are dimensioned in terms of the capacitor size. A major 

problem in this simulation is the voltage transients that occur around 

the capacitor during the different transition phases which can lead to 

that a capacitor of this size might be too large and too expensive. 

The simulation results would probably be better if there was access to 

the software HiDraw to activate the SCA and through this, get smoother 

transition phases with less oscillation and this could lead to a smaller 

capacitor. Probably would a lowering of the current reference for pole 2 

right before the transition from metallic return to bipolar operation 

lower the voltage transient over the capacitor and this could also lead to 

a smaller capacitor. 

Also, if it is possible to adjust the switching time of the by-pass switches 

or adjust the pole resistances maybe could lead to a smaller capacitor. 

7.1 Future work 

I recommend that ABB makes a deeper investigation of this technology 

by adjusting the different control sequences and the different by-pass 

switches so they become coordinated in a better way to reduce the 

oscillations during the transition phases and to lower the voltage transi-

ent over the capacitor so that the capacitor size can be reduced. 

A natural extension of this work would be to use the software HiDraw 

to activate the SCA instead of using the retard-order that has a very 

rapid reduction and that the simulation must be paused to activate the 

Alpha 90 manually should provide smoother transitions between the 

different states, with the result that it would probably be less oscillations 

and this should also reduce the voltage transients across the capacitor 

which means that the size of the capacitor can be reduced, i.e. less µF.



LCC Bipole with one station 

earthed via a large capacitor. 

Johan Jernberg 
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